
FLIPPER CT
SMALL PIECE FLAT STACKER/
FOLDER-STACKER 

Flipper CT is a simple, high-speed, half folder/
stacker with built-in discharge conveyor and a feed 
table featuring auto-bypass. It is designed to automate 
the folding and stacking process of small tumble dried pieces 
for consistent and high production of up to 2000 pieces per hour. 
Smaller items are stacked in pre-set heights while larger pieces are 
half folded prior to counting and stacked. Completed stacks are 
automatically discharged to the integrated delivery conveyor for 
manual removal, or advanced directly onto a master conveyor.

HOW IT WORKS

FOLDING

SMALL PIECE ACCUMULATION



Building on our industry-leading 130 years 
of experience, we continuously evolve and 
innovate to meet the changing needs of our 
customers–that is the Chicago Advantage!
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Please visit our website www.chidry.com for direct access to 
other product brochures, detailed floor plans and specifications, 
as well as videos of Chicago equipment in action. Call our 
factory sales office for additional assistance and help finding 
your local distributor.

Designed and manufactured in the U.S. for quality control and 
prompt availability of replacement parts.

CHI•Touch is the most advanced 
PC-based touchscreen control 
on the market. It is an intuitive, 
easy-to-learn interface that’s 
effortlessly customizable to your 
needs. It gives you enhanced 
control over your Chicago 
equipment and is flexible 
enough to record, store, and 
export virtually any production 
parameter you want to monitor. 

Enhanced Flexible Control
Individual item types are programmed for choice of flat stacking or 
folding, stack height, and specific count. New powerful software 
updates allow for more flexible control in programming—including 
fold timing, flip timing (delay), exit conveyor runtime, and air pulse 
duration to suit a wide variety of item types.

KEY CHICAGO® ADVANTAGES

MODEL CHI•TOUCH 

Consistent, Automated Production 

Optional Discharge Conveyor Feature

Flipper CT increases operator output by eliminating manual counting 
of items, making production and counts more consistent per 
operator hour, reducing fatigue, and creating uniform automatically 
counted bundles of items for efficient storing and packing.

Return-to-operator conveyor with rugged updated transfer guides

MAXIMUM LENGTH
STACKING FOLDING 

FLIPPER Wash Cloths, Wiper Cloths, 
Shop Towels, Bar Wipes

12” (300 mm) 24” (600 mm)


